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Interaction of Stimulus-Driven Reorienting and Expectation
in Ventral and Dorsal Frontoparietal and Basal Ganglia-
Cortical Networks
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Shifts of attention to unattended stimuli (stimulus-driven reorienting) are often studied by measuring responses to unexpected stimuli,
confounding reorienting and expectation. We separately measured the blood-oxygenation-level-dependent signal for both factors by
manipulating the probability of salient visual cues that either shifted attention away from or maintained attention on a stream of visual
stimuli. The results distinguished three networks recruited by reorienting. Right temporoparietal junction (TPJ), the posterior core of a
ventral frontoparietal network, was activated more by cues for shifting than maintaining attention independently of cue location and
probability, acting as a switch. TPJ was separately modulated by low probability cues, which signaled a breach of spatial expectation,
independently of whether they shifted attention. Under resting conditions, TPJ activity was correlated [resting-state functional connec-
tivity magnetic resonance imaging, (rs-fcMRI)] with right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), an anterior component of the ventral network.
Nevertheless, IFG was activated only by unexpected shifts of attention, dissociating its function from TPJ. Basal ganglia and frontal/insula
regions also were activated only when reorienting was unexpected but showed strong rs-fcMRI among themselves, not with TPJ/IFG,
defining a distinct network that may retrieve/activate commands for shifting attention. Within dorsal frontoparietal regions, shifting
attention produced sustained spatially selective modulations in intraparietal sulcus (IPS) and frontal-eye field (FEF), and transient less
selective modulations in precuneus and FEF. Modulations were observed even when reorienting was likely, but increased when reorient-
ing was unexpected. The latter result may partly reflect interactions with lateral prefrontal components of the basal-ganglia/frontal/
insula network that showed significant rs-fcMRI with the dorsal network.

Introduction
Survival can depend on quickly responding to behaviorally im-
portant objects that appear outside the focus of attention, a pro-
cess here called stimulus-driven reorienting (Corbetta and Shul-
man, 2002). Because important unattended objects are often
unexpected, however, understanding the function of neural sys-
tems during stimulus-driven reorienting requires a knowledge of
how those systems are modulated by both shifts of attention and
the likelihood of shifting attention. Unfortunately, previous
studies have largely confounded these factors.

Stimulus-driven reorienting has often been studied using
“oddball” (Marois et al., 2000) and Posner cueing paradigms
(Arrington et al., 2000; Corbetta et al., 2000; Macaluso et al.,
2002), which ensure that targets are unattended by making them
unexpected. Larger blood-oxygenation-level-dependent (BOLD)
responses to unexpected/unattended targets are consistently re-
ported in right (R) TPJ and R ventral frontal cortex (VFC), whose

activity is highly correlated in the resting state (Fox et al., 2006),
supporting proposals that they form a ventral attention network
for stimulus-driven reorienting (Corbetta et al., 2008).

Previous studies have not identified separate roles for TPJ and
VFC, but these regions may be dissociated when reorienting and
expectation are factorially manipulated. Prefrontal regions may
be recruited only when reorienting is unexpected and greater
cognitive control is required (Fuster, 1989; Miller and Cohen,
2001). Under these conditions, commands to shift attention may
be retrieved/activated in working memory and motor responses
prepared under the current set may be inhibited (Nobre et al.,
1999). In contrast, TPJ may be recruited whenever reorienting
occurs, functioning as a reset mechanism that promotes the re-
organization of task networks (Corbetta et al., 2008).

Phasic dopaminergic inputs to striatum (Schultz, 1998) have
also been proposed to facilitate shifts of attention to unexpected,
behaviorally important stimuli (Redgrave et al., 1999a,b; Horvitz,
2000; Zink et al., 2006). Accordingly, striatum is activated more
by shifts of attention to infrequent than frequent peripheral stim-
uli (Zink et al., 2003). We manipulated both reorienting and the
frequency of reorienting rather than frequency alone to deter-
mine whether basal ganglia showed an interaction pattern similar
to that discussed above for prefrontal regions, possibly defining a
role for cortical-basal ganglia loops (Alexander et al., 1986) in
stimulus-driven reorienting.
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While the ventral attention network is activated by stimulus-
driven reorienting to important stimuli, a dorsal frontoparietal
network is activated by orienting regardless of whether stimuli
are present or absent (Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000; Corbetta
and Shulman, 2002). This network likely implements the com-

plex computations for shifting attention,
sending biasing signals to sensory regions
(Desimone and Duncan, 1995; Bisley and
Goldberg, 2003; Moore and Armstrong,
2003; Ruff et al., 2006; Bressler et al., 2008).
Because of their central role in shifting at-
tention, dorsal frontoparietal regions
should be activated even when reorienting
is expected, but activations may increase
when reorienting is unexpected and com-
mands to shift attention must be
assembled.

We evaluated the above hypotheses by
factorially manipulating shifting/main-
taining attention to stimuli and the likeli-
hood of shifting/maintaining attention,
and measured the resulting BOLD signals
in ventral and dorsal attention networks,
basal ganglia, and prefrontal regions.

Materials and Methods
Paradigm
Throughout the study, the term stimulus-
driven reorienting is used to refer to shifts of
attention evoked by cues presented outside the
current focus of attention. Stimulus-driven re-
orienting can potentially involve both goal-
driven and automatic (i.e., exogenous) compo-
nents of reorienting, the latter isolated by
measuring shifts of attention evoked by salient
but noninformative or task-irrelevant cues
(Posner and Cohen, 1984). However, previous
studies have shown that TPJ activation during
stimulus-driven reorienting primarily reflects
goal-driven rather than exogenous shifts of at-
tention (Downar et al., 2001; de Fockert et al.,
2004; Kincade et al., 2005; Serences et al., 2005;
Indovina and Macaluso, 2007) (for review, see
Corbetta et al., 2008). Therefore, we do not use
the term stimulus-driven reorienting to refer to
automatic shifts of attention but more generally
to refer to shifts of attention to stimuli outside
the current focus of attention.

We manipulated the probability of cues that
shifted attention or maintained attention at the
current location within a factorial design, and
measured the resulting BOLD signals. Subjects
searched for a target object in two task-relevant
rapid-serial-visual-presentation (RSVP)
streams, one left and one right of fixation (Fig.
1). Each stream was flanked by three irrelevant
distracter RSVP streams to increase the need for
careful spatial selection. A salient, easily detect-
able cue stimulus (a filled red square) presented
without accompanying objects in one of the
task-relevant RSVP streams indicated which of
the two streams contained the target. The cue
was presented multiple times over a block. A
cue might occur in the same stream as the pre-
vious cue, indicating that subjects should con-
tinue to monitor the same stream (a “stay” cue)
or it might occur in the opposite, unattended

stream, indicating that subjects should shift their attention to the new
stream (a “shift” cue). Target identification was set at difficult levels (see
below). The high difficulty of the target discrimination and the presence
of distracter streams, coupled with the high salience of the cue stimulus,
encouraged subjects to attend closely to the cued stream rather than

Figure 1. Procedure. The target object to be detected was presented at the beginning of the scan. Following a fixation period
(41.2 s), a red square (160 ms duration) cue indicated the RSVP stream in which targets would appear. Subsequent cues indicated
targets would continue to appear in the currently attended stream (stay cues) or would appear in the opposite stream (shift cues).
Successive cues were separated by 2.06, 4.12, or 6.18 s while successive targets were separated on average by 10.5 s. The scan
ended following a post-task fixation period (30.9 s). Across scans, the probability of a shift versus stay cue was varied to manip-
ulate expectation. See Materials and Methods (Procedure) for details.
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distributing attention across both streams. In one set of scans, a cue was
highly likely to occur in the same stream as the previous cue (i.e., the
probability that the cue was a stay cue was 0.86), in another set of scans,
a cue was highly likely to occur in a different stream than the previous cue
(i.e., the probability that the cue was a shift cue was 0.86), while in a third
set, stay and shift cues were equally likely. This design, a modification of
earlier stay/shift paradigms (Yantis et al., 2002) in which symbolic cues at
the current location of attention instructed stay or shift, allowed a facto-
rial manipulation of stimulus-driven reorienting and expectation.

The experimental design controlled for several processes that are sep-
arate from stimulus-driven reorienting, in addition to expectation. Acti-
vations were measured to a cue that indicated where but not when a
target would appear, eliminating time-locked activations related to tem-
poral prediction of target onset (Coull and Nobre, 1998; Coull et al.,
2000), including those involving a heightened state of alertness or motor
preparation. Second, activations were measured to cues rather than to
targets requiring a detection response. When a target detection response
is overt, time-locked activations may occur that are related to response
selection, response execution, performance monitoring, and the interac-
tion of these processes with expectation (e.g., selecting/executing an un-
expected as compared with an expected stimulus–response mapping
likely increases activations in some areas). When a detection response is
covert, such as counting, time-locked activations may occur related to
the covert process (e.g., incrementing a counter and maintaining it in
working memory), performance monitoring, and the interaction of these
processes with expectation. The present experimental design isolated
effects of reorienting and expectation that were separate from these
target- and response-related processes.

Subjects and stimuli
Thirty-five right-handed subjects gave informed consent in accordance
with guidelines set by the Human Studies Committee of Washington
University. Twenty-four subjects participated in the RSVP experiment,
but data were eliminated from two subjects due to eye movements and
one subject due to movement artifacts. Eleven subjects participated in the
resting-state connectivity experiment.

Stimuli were presented with a Power Macintosh G4 computer (Apple)
using Matlab software (Mathworks) with the psychophysics toolbox
(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997). Images were projected to the head of the
bore of the scanner via a liquid crystal display projector (Sharp LCD
C20X) and viewed with a mirror attached to the head coil.

Four RSVP streams of colored drawings of inanimate objects were
presented in the left visual field and four in the right visual field (Fig. 1).
The target streams, which could potentially contain the target object,
were surrounded by three nontarget streams that contained only dis-
tracter objects. One nontarget stream was positioned above the target
stream, one was below, and a third was more eccentric. The target
streams were located at an eccentricity of 5 degrees (deg). All objects in
both target and nontarget streams were �3 deg by 3 deg. Distracter
objects were sampled from a population of 40 objects and target objects
were sampled from a separate population of 12 objects. The cue was a
filled red square, 3 deg by 3 deg, located in the target stream. None of the
objects were red and when the cue was presented, no other objects were
present in the field.

The discriminability of the target object was adjusted by adding col-
ored noise to each object in the target streams in both fields (i.e., noise
was added to both potential target streams, not only to the stream that
was presently cued). To create the noise, a percentage of the pixels defin-
ing the target stream location in each field were randomly colored, with
each pixel displayed in one of five randomly selected hues.

Procedure
Subjects were shown the target object, randomly selected from the 12
objects designated as targets, before each scan. The target object for a scan
never appeared as a nontarget object in another scan. At the start of a
scan, subjects fixated a central cross for 41.2 s. A cue then appeared at one
of the two target stream locations, indicating the initial stream to be
attended. The eight RSVP streams then appeared. Each display frame of 8
objects was presented for 120 ms, with no interstimulus interval (ISI)

separating it from the next frame. Each cue appeared for 160 ms, again
with a 0 ms ISI before the next display frame. Subjects pressed an MR
compatible button when they detected a target. Target objects only ap-
peared in the cued stream. A target occurred with a fixed probability
independently in each 1.08 s interval, such that on average a target oc-
curred approximately once every 10.5 s. To allow separate button presses
to be recorded for each target, the minimum intertarget interval was
restricted to 1 s. Cues occurred on average every 2.06, 4.12, or 6.18 s
within a temporal window of plus or minus 400 ms centered on those
values. Cue onset and target onset were independent except that a target
could not occur simultaneously with a cue or in the 120 ms display frame
preceding a cue. Therefore, cues provided spatial information about tar-
gets but essentially no temporal information. Following the initial 41.2 s
fixation period, the stimulus display was presented for 185.4 s and was
followed by a 30.9 s fixation period, resulting in a scan duration of 257.5 s.

Each subject received 16 scans. In six scans the probability of a stay cue
was 0.14 (shift cue probability was 0.86), in four scans, stay cue proba-
bility was 0.5 (shift cue probability, 0.5) and in six scans stay cue proba-
bility was 0.86 (shift cue probability, 0.14). Subjects were informed be-
fore each scan that it was “mostly stay,” “mostly shift,” or “stay and shift
equally likely.”

Before the scanning session, each subject received a practice session in
which the noise level (percentage of voxels randomly colored) was deter-
mined at which the task could be performed with a 60% target hit rate.
This fraction was then decreased by 0.05 for the session in the scanner,
since our experience was that subject performance was slightly worse in
the scanner. During the scanning session, the fraction was occasionally
varied for each subject to approximately maintain performance at a de-
sired level, using the following rules: if the percentage of hits �10 on a
scan, the noise fraction was lowered by 0.1; if the percentage of hits �40
on two consecutive scans, the noise was lowered by 0.1; if the percentage
of hits �50 on three consecutive scans, the noise was lowered by 0.05; if
the percentage of hits �90 on a scan, the noise fraction was raised by 0.05;
if the percentage of hits �80 on two consecutive scans, the noise was
raised by 0.05; if the percentage of hits �70 on three consecutive scans,
the noise was raised by 0.05.

Eye movement recording
To verify that subjects followed instructions to remain fixated, each sub-
ject’s eyes were carefully monitored via a camera on all scans. Moreover,
eye movements were recorded for each subject using an infrared eye-
tracking system on some scans during the scanner session (22 subjects,
ISCAN ETL-200) or during a behavioral session outside of the scanner
(two subjects, ASL 504). Eye movement data were lost for one subject
because of technical difficulties.

Functional magnetic resonance imaging methods
Image acquisition. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans were col-
lected on a Siemens Allegra 3T scanner, using a gradient-echo echoplanar
imaging sequence to measure BOLD contrast. Thirty-two contiguous 4
mm slices were acquired, 4 � 4 mm in-plane resolution, echo time
(TE) � 25 ms, flip angle � 90 o, repetition time (TR) � 2.06 s. Structural
images included a sagittal MP-RAGE T1-weighted sequence (TR � 1810
ms, TE � 3.93 ms, flip angle � 12°, inversion time � 1200 ms, voxel
size � 1 � 1�1.25 mm).

Preprocessing. Differences in the acquisition time of each slice in an MR
frame were compensated by sinc interpolation so that all slices were
aligned to the start of the frame. A whole-brain normalization corrected
for changes in signal intensity across scans. Data were realigned within
and across scans to correct for head movement. Images were resampled
into 3 mm isotropic voxels and warped into a standardized atlas space
(Talairach and Tournoux, 1988). The resampling required for move-
ment correction and atlas transformation was performed in the same
step to minimize sampling noise.

Statistical analysis. The BOLD signal during the 185.6 s task period was
analyzed with the general linear model (GLM). Four cue regressors (stay
left, stay right, shift left, and shift right), each consisting of 10 separate
time point regressors that estimated the hemodynamic response out to
18.5 s without assuming a response shape (Ollinger et al., 2001), were
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estimated for each probability condition (i.e., stay cue probability � 0.14,
0.50, and 0.86). Four sets of target time point regressors, not separated by
cue probability, were also estimated: detected target left and right, missed
target left and right. In addition, regressors were included for baseline,
linear trend and low frequency components (�.009 Hz) of the BOLD
signal in each scan.

The resulting whole-brain maps of time courses for cues and targets
were smoothed by a Gaussian filter with a full-width-at-half-maximum
of 6 mm and analyzed by ANOVAs in which subject was treated as a
random effect. All voxelwise ANOVAs were corrected for nonindepen-
dence of time points by adjusting the degrees of freedom and corrected
over the brain for multiple comparisons using joint z-score/cluster size
thresholds (Forman et al., 1995) corresponding to z � 3.0 and a cluster
size of 13 face-contiguous voxels. The z-score/cluster size thresholds were
determined using volume-based monte-carlo simulations. Regional
ANOVAs were conducted on regions-of-interest (ROIs) that were auto-
matically created from the voxel-level maps using a peak-finding routine
(Kerr et al., 2004). For each subject and ROI, the BOLD time courses for
a condition were averaged over all voxels in the ROI, and the regional
time course for each condition was entered into an ANOVA, which cor-
rected for nonindependence of time points by adjusting the degrees of
freedom. A significance threshold of p � 0.01, uncorrected for the num-
ber of tested ROIs, was adopted for regional analyses. For display pur-
poses, volumes were mapped to surface-based representations using the
PALS atlas and CARET software (Van Essen, 2005).

Resting state functional connectivity MRI
To determine whether regions that showed specific task modulations
formed consistent networks, resting-state functional connectivity MRI
(rs-fcMRI) of the task-evoked foci in these regions were evaluated in an
independent group of 11 subjects. Rs-fcMRI assesses the temporal cor-
relation between BOLD timeseries in different regions under conditions
in which subjects are lying at rest with no experimenter-imposed task.
Regions that are coactivated in task activation studies of attention show
strong rs-fcMRI (Fox et al., 2006), replicating the putative dorsal and
ventral attention networks (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). Therefore,
rs-fcMRI measures the degree to which regions form coherent networks
in the resting state.

Rs-fcMRI maps were computed using previously published methods
(Fox et al., 2006; He et al., 2007). Each subject received six 264 s BOLD
scans (aside from one subject, whose scan duration was 328 s, and an-
other subject who received only four 264 s scans), in which fixation was
maintained on a central plus sign in an otherwise empty field. Several
preprocessing steps were conducted on the BOLD timeseries in addition
to those described above: (1) temporal filtering that retained frequencies
in the 0.009 – 0.08 Hz band and (2) removal by linear regression of (i) six
parameters obtained by correction of head motion, (ii) the signal aver-
aged over the whole brain, excluding the ventricles, (iii) the signal over a
ventricular region, and (iv) the signal from a white matter region. Tem-
poral derivatives of these regressors were also included in the linear
model, accounting for time-shifted versions of spurious variance.

Voxelwise analyses. A voxelwise map was computed for a single “seed”
ROI, which was either a 6 mm (cortical regions) or 3 mm (basal ganglia)
radius sphere centered at a particular Talairach coordinate, indicating
the correlation of each voxel in the brain with the indicated ROI. A
smaller seed ROI was used for basal ganglia to avoid contributions from
adjacent structures. The BOLD time series was averaged over all voxels in
the seed ROI, the voxelwise Pearson correlation coefficients between that
ROI and all other voxels were computed, and the Fisher z-transform was
applied. For a group statistical analysis of the voxelwise map, a one-
sample t test with subject as a random-effect was computed on the Fisher
z-transformed values and corrected for multiple comparisons using a
z-score threshold of z � 3.0 and a cluster size of 17 face-contiguous
voxels.

Regional analyses. The significance of rs-fcMRI between two regions or
ROIs was computed as follows. For each subject, the voxels within each
ROI were averaged and a regional time course was computed. Then the
correlation coefficient between the two regional time courses was com-
puted and the Fisher z-transform was applied. Finally, a random-effects

1-sample t test was performed on the Fisher z-transformed values from
the individual subjects. A significance threshold of p � 0.01 was adopted
for regional analyses, uncorrected for the number of ROI pairs that were
tested. In addition to pairwise analyses, we also computed the average
rs-fcMRI within sets of regions by averaging within each subject the
Fisher z-transformed value for each ROI-ROI pair within the set. Simi-
larly, we measured the rs-fcMRI between sets of regions by averaging the
Fisher z-transformed values for all ROI-ROI pairs between sets, where
each ROI in a pair comes from a different set.

Results
Behavior
Subjects detected on average 61.7% of targets, with a mean false
alarm rate (number of false alarms per number of targets) of
4.7%. The detection rate was well below ceiling, indicating that
the task was quite difficult, but also well above the false alarm rate,
indicating above chance performance. Mean correct reaction
time (RT) was 596 ms.

An ANOVA on percentage detection rates with cue probabil-
ity (i.e., probability of the cue immediately preceding the target:
0.14, 0.50, 0.86) and cue type (i.e., type of cue immediately pre-
ceding the target: stay, shift) as factors indicated no significant
effect of cue probability (F(2,40) � 1.77), target type (F(1,20) �
0.37, ns), or cue probability by cue type interaction [F(2,40) �
1.71, nonsignificant (ns)]. A similar ANOVA on RTs also yielded
no effects: cue probability (F(2,40) � 1.06), cue type (F(1,20) � 0.70,
ns), cue probability by cue type interaction (F(2,40) � 1.50, ns).
These results indicate that attention to the cued stream was sim-
ilar across conditions and that subjects did not prematurely shift
attention to an uncued stream when shift cues were likely.

Functional MRI
For each set of regions thought to be involved in stimulus-driven
reorienting, i.e., TPJ, frontal cortex and basal ganglia, and dorsal
frontoparietal cortex, we examine the BOLD activations due to
stimulus-driven reorienting, defined by significant differences
between stay and shift cues, and then describe how those activa-
tions were modulated by expectation.

Results for R TPJ
Modulations due to stimulus-driven reorienting
R TPJ was activated by stimulus-driven reorienting. The left
coronal slice in Figure 2A displays voxels in R TPJ that showed
significantly different time courses following shift and stay cues
[i.e., voxels that showed a significant interaction of cue type
(shift, stay) by time (10 time points)]. All voxelwise ANOVAs
were corrected for multiple comparisons over the whole brain
(see Materials and Methods). A strong activation was observed in
R TPJ (52, �49, 17; z � 6.45), which extended dorsally into the
supramarginal gyrus (SMG) (51, �45, 32; z � 5.62). No signifi-
cant activations were observed in left (L) TPJ, consistent with the
right hemisphere dominance that has previously been observed
for this region during stimulus-driven reorienting (Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002).

R TPJ activations during reorienting did not depend on the
location of the cue, confirming previous results (Corbetta et al.,
2000). A regional ANOVA conducted on the R TPJ ROI formed
from the shift versus stay activation (i.e., the cue type by time
map) indicated no significant interaction of cue type by cue lo-
cation (left, right) by time (F(9,180) � 0.67). The voxelwise map
for the cue type by cue location by time interaction also showed
no effects in R TPJ. The time course of R TPJ activation, shown in
the leftmost graph of Figure 2, indicated a transient response to a
shift cue, relative to a stay cue, at both cue locations.
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A difference between shift and stay cues was observed even
when they were both highly likely. A voxelwise ANOVA, con-
ducted on just the stay and shift cue data from the p � 0.86
conditions yielded a significant cue type by time activation in R
TPJ (50, �49, 14, z � 4.88), as shown in Figure 2A.

Modulations due to expectation
R TPJ activity was affected by cue probability in addition to
stimulus-driven reorienting. A regional ANOVA confirmed that
the R TPJ ROI formed from the shift versus stay activation
showed a significant interaction of cue probability (0.14, 0.50,
0.86) by time (F(18,360) � 3.91, p � 0.0001). Moreover, the vox-
elwise map for the interaction of cue probability by time included
a significant activation in R TPJ (47, �48, 17; z � 5.18), shown in
the coronal slice in Figure 2B, that was contained within the TPJ
component of the more extensive shift versus stay activation.
However, the cue probability and shift versus stay effects did not
interact, i.e., were additive. A regional ANOVA on the shift versus
stay ROI in R TPJ indicated no higher-order interaction of cue
probability by cue type by time (F(18,360) � 0.19), and no higher-
order interaction was observed for R TPJ in the voxelwise map of
the interaction.

Bolstering the evidence for separate reorienting and probabil-
ity signals, R TPJ showed significant effects of cue probability
even when the cue did not evoke a shift of attention. An analysis
of the effect of cue probability in just the stay cue condition
identified a significant voxelwise activation in R TPJ (47, �52, 14;
z � 3.75), and a significant effect in a regional ANOVA on the R
TPJ ROI defined from the shift versus stay activation (F(18,360) �
2.06, p � 0.01).

The time course of R TPJ activation as a function of cue type
and probability is shown in the right graph in Figure 2. Low
probability cues (red symbols) produced larger activations than
middle or high probability cues (green and black symbols) re-
gardless of whether the cues signaled stay (open symbols) or shift
(filled symbols). Notably, TPJ activity did not change linearly as a
function of cue probability, with very similar responses for the
medium and high probability cues (i.e., green and black sym-
bols). This pattern indicates that R TPJ was activated when an
expectation concerning the cue was breached, as in the low prob-
ability condition. A strong expectation was not present in the 0.50
condition, since stay and shift cues were equally likely, while the
expectation in the 0.86 condition was confirmed rather than vi-
olated, leading to equivalent and lower activity in the latter two
conditions. Voxelwise ANOVAs in which the cue probability fac-
tor was confined to the 0.14 and 0.50 conditions or to the 0.50 and
0.86 conditions confirmed that R TPJ was significantly activated
by the former comparison (46, �51, 16, z � 3.93) but not by the
latter. Finally, the time courses supported the earlier conclusion
that the reorienting and breach of expectation effects were addi-
tive. The BOLD signal in R TPJ was reasonably described by
increments due to reorienting (shift 50, shift 86), breached expec-
tation (stay 14), or their sum (shift 14).

To summarize, R TPJ showed significant effects of stimulus-
driven reorienting to either visual field even when shifts of atten-
tion were likely and frequently performed, and these activations
were not increased when reorienting was unlikely. R TPJ was
independently (additively) activated by low probability cues, in-
dicating separate signals for reorienting and breaches of expecta-

Figure 2. A, The left coronal slice shows voxels that showed significant differences between shift and stay cues (from the group cue type by time ANOVA map, corrected for multiple comparisons).
The color bar indicates the equivalent z-score for the p value from the ANOVA. The right coronal slice shows the corrected voxelwise map when only high probability (0.86) stay and shift conditions
were included. The graphs show the time course of activation in the R TPJ ROI defined from the cue type by time map, as a function of cue type and cue location (left graph), or cue type and cue
probability (right graph). B, Voxels that showed a significant effect of cue probability (coronal slice from the group cue probability (0.86, 0.50, 0.14) by time ANOVA map, corrected for multiple
comparisons). The line through the lateral surface view indicates the position of the coronal slice y��48.
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tion. R TPJ activations to unexpected targets in previous studies
reflected a sum of reorienting and breach of expectation signals
(Arrington et al., 2000; Corbetta et al., 2000; Marois et al., 2000;
Macaluso et al., 2002).

Results for frontal/insula cortex and basal ganglia
In contrast to R TPJ, several regions in frontal and insula cortex
and basal ganglia (Fig. 3A,B) were primarily activated by unex-
pected shift cues, resulting in a strong interaction of stimulus-
driven reorienting and cue probability (see Table 1 for z-scores
and coordinates of significant foci). Significant interactions in the
voxelwise map for cue probability by cue type by time were ob-
served in left anterior insula, anterior cingulate, and left dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) (Fig. 3A), and in basal ganglia
(Fig. 3B), including bilateral dorsomedial globus pallidus and
nearby regions in caudate, and right ventral striatum.

The time courses of the frontal, insula, and basal ganglia re-
sponses (Fig. 3A,B) were quite different than those for R TPJ.
Low probability shift cues produced a time-locked response that
was sometimes extended, but low probability stay cues and high
probability shift cues evoked no activity. Therefore, these regions
did not respond to unexpected cues that did not reorient atten-
tion, or to expected cues that evoked stimulus-driven shifts of
attention. Rather, they mainly responded to unexpected cues that
evoked a shift of attention. This interaction pattern was consis-
tent with that expected for control regions that activate new at-
tentional sets or inhibit competing processes (Fuster, 1989; Miller
and Cohen, 2001). Anterior insula and anterior cingulate have
been identified as the regions most consistently involved in cog-
nitive control across a variety of tasks in human neuroimaging
studies (Dosenbach et al., 2006).

A previous study demonstrated that greater activity in stria-
tum was produced by infrequent than frequent randomly located
peripheral stimuli that evoked shifts of attention (Zink et al.,
2003), but did not test for an interaction of frequency and reori-
enting. Interestingly, this study manipulated expectation about
temporal onset (i.e., infrequent stimuli were less expected), hold-
ing constant expectations about the spatial location of the periph-
eral stimulus. Here, the temporal predictability of cue onset was
held constant across conditions (i.e., in all scans a cue appeared
approximately every 2– 6 s) and expectations about spatial loca-
tion were varied.

In addition to the basal ganglia/frontal/insula circuitry de-
fined by the interaction of stimulus-driven reorienting and ex-
pectation signals, we were interested in evaluating R VFC, the
frontal core of the putative ventral attention network. VFC in-
cludes a collection of regions in R anterior insula, R IFG, and R
middle frontal gyrus, which tend to be variably recruited in dif-
ferent experiments (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). Of these re-
gions, only R IFG showed an interaction of cue probability and
stimulus-driven reorienting (Fig. 3A), similar to the basal gan-
glia/frontal/insula regions discussed above, although the time
course of BOLD activity was noisier. While activations were again
mainly observed in the low probability shift cue condition, the
transient and time-locked nature of the activation was less clear.
However, the response in this region was quite different than that
observed in R TPJ. The resting-state connectivity results pre-
sented below provide strong evidence that the present R IFG
focus falls within the ventral network.

To summarize, basal ganglia and prefrontal/insula regions
were only activated by stimulus-driven shifts of attention that
were unexpected. Neither a breach of spatial expectation (i.e.,

Figure 3. A, B, Voxels in insula and frontal cortex (A) and basal ganglia (B) that showed a
significant interaction of the shift versus stay effect with cue probability (transverse and coronal
slices from the group cue type by cue probability by time ANOVA map, corrected for multiple
comparisons). While the location of the most strongly activated voxels in the dorsal basal gan-
glia and the Talairach coordinates assigned to the dorsal activation foci by our automatic peak-
finding procedure were most consistent with a globus pallidus assignment (Prodoehl et al.,
2008), adjacent parts of the caudate were also activated, as shown in the slices. The color bar
indicates the equivalent z-score for the p value from the ANOVA. The graphs show the time
course of the BOLD signal as a function of cue type and cue probability. Ant ins, Anterior insula;
ant cing, anterior cingulate; dBG, dorsal basal ganglia.
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spatial prediction error) nor reorienting alone was sufficient to
activate these regions.

Results for dorsal frontoparietal cortex
Dorsal frontoparietal regions are thought to play a primary role
in controlling attention (Corbetta et al., 1993, 2002; Nobre et al.,
1997; Vandenberghe et al., 1997; Kastner et al., 1999; Hopfinger
et al., 2000; Sylvester et al., 2007). We first identify two types of
signals that were evoked by stimulus-driven reorienting, a tran-
sient signal that showed relatively weak spatial selectivity and a
sustained signal that showed strong selectivity, and then examine
how those signals for reorienting were affected by expectation.

Transient modulations due to reorienting in precuneus and parts
of FEF/precentral
Large regions within dorsal frontoparietal cortex showed tran-
sient responses that differed for shift and stay cues, averaged over
cue location, as indicated in Figure 4A, which shows the voxel-
wise cue type (shift, stay) by time ANOVA map. Parietal activa-
tions were observed most robustly in bilateral precuneus, extend-
ing into superior parietal lobule (SPL), and to a lesser degree in
bilateral IPS extending into postcentral sulcus (Table 2). Signifi-
cant dorsal frontal activations were observed most robustly in
bilateral human FEF, extending laterally and ventrally in bilateral
precentral sulcus, and in supplementary motor area (SMA). The
graphs in Figure 4A, which show time courses for the four regions
in dorsal frontoparietal cortex with the highest z-scores for the
shift versus stay effect (Table 2), indicate the transient character
of the bilateral precuneus/SPL and L FEF responses, which re-
sembled a shift signal (Serences and Yantis, 2006a), as previously
reported for these regions during symbolically directed shifts of
attention (Yantis et al., 2002; Kelley et al., 2008).

Three of the four ROIs shown in Figure 4A did not show
significant spatial selectivity in regional ANOVAs, matching a

previous report (Yantis et al., 2002). However, this result should
be treated cautiously. Spatially selective signals have been re-
ported in precuneus (Hagler et al., 2007; Jack et al., 2007; Syl-
vester et al., 2007; Saygin and Sereno, 2008) and both L FEF and L
precuneus/SPL ROIs showed the expected trend for greater con-
tralateral activity, a trend that was significant in a regional
ANOVA on the R FEF ROI [cue type by cue location (left, right)
by time (F(9,180) � 2.70, p � 0.0095)]. Spatially selective signals
may be easier to image when the underlying neural processes are
sustained (e.g., maintenance of attention) rather than transient
(e.g., shifts of attention), as shown in the next section.

Sustained, spatially selective modulations in IPS and parts
of FEF/precentral
Regions in IPS and parts of FEF/precentral sulcus showed sus-
tained BOLD responses in which the difference between stay and
shift cues significantly depended on whether the cue was con-
tralateral or ipsilateral, as shown in Figure 4B by the voxelwise
ANOVA map for cue location (left, right) by cue type (shift, stay)
by time (Table 2). Highly significant, spatially selective responses
were also observed throughout occipital cortex (e.g., lateral view
in Fig. 4B, supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material). Because the ANOVA compared stay and
shift cues that were presented at the same location, controlling for
purely sensory activations, the activations reflected a spatially
selective attentional modulation. Previous studies have reported
spatial selectivity in these regions (Sereno et al., 2001; Schluppeck
et al., 2005; Silver et al., 2005; Hagler and Sereno, 2006; Serences
and Yantis, 2006b; Jack et al., 2007; Molenberghs et al., 2007;
Swisher et al., 2007).

The time courses of the BOLD signal in dorsal IPS and FEF are
shown in Figure 4B. Shift cues to a location produced a sustained
increase in the contralateral hemisphere and a sustained decrease
in the ipsilateral hemisphere that eventually returned to the level
of activation produced by a stay cue, which showed smaller dif-
ferences between ipsilateral and contralateral locations. The sus-
tained decrease was not a true deactivation, however, since it did
not occur relative to a resting baseline but only relative to a base-
line that included both sensory-evoked and task-evoked activity;
i.e., the important result was the difference between the ipsilateral
and contralateral cue time courses. The sustained nature of the
time courses likely reflected the maintenance of attention and/or
the modulation of stimulus-evoked activity from the RSVP
stream at the cued location.

While in parietal cortex there was a clear functional-
anatomical segregation between the IPS regions that most
strongly showed sustained signals and the precuneus regions that
most strongly showed transient shift signals, the functional-
anatomical segregation between the two types of signals in FEF/
precentral cortex was less clear and suggested some mixing of the
two signal types (e.g., R FEF foci in Fig. 4, A and B).

Interaction of expectation and reorienting: regions showing
transient signals
We next consider how expectation affected reorienting in dorsal
frontoparietal regions that showed transient shift signals. Figure
5A, which shows time courses for the four ROIs showing the
largest shift versus stay z-scores, indicates that activations were
greater for low probability than middle or high probability cues.
The latter two conditions showed similar activation magnitudes,
again indicating that the effect of cue probability was best de-
scribed as a breach of expectation. Importantly, however, the
probability effect was largely confined to shift cues, with weak or

Table 1. TPJ, SMG, prefrontal, anterior insula, and basal ganglia regions that
showed significant differences between stay and shift cues in voxelwise statistical
maps, corrected for multiple comparisons

Region x y z z-score

Cue type (shift, stay) � time
R TPJ 52 �49 17 6.45
R SMG 51 �45 32 5.60
Anterior cingulate �4 8 46 5.41

4 18 37 3.17
L anterior insula �29 11 13 5.11
L IFG �31 47 14 3.89
R IFG 48 14 10 4.32

36 17 16 3.66
L DLPFC �42 36 22 4.06

�33 32 31 5.02
R DLPFC 28 33 33 4.01

30 42 23 3.96
R basal ganglia 13 4 �6 3.71

15 �2 20 3.33
Cue type (shift, stay) � cue probability

(0.14, 0.50, 0.86) � time
Anterior cingulate �1 15 43 4.44
L anterior insula �31 10 10 4.12
R IFG 47 22 8 3.81
L DLPFC �42 35 24 5.21

�31 32 42 3.77
L dorsal basal ganglia �14 5 2 3.89
R dorsal basal ganglia 14 0 6 4.61
R ventral striatum 15 6 �10 4.62
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absent effects for stay cues, unlike the additive effects of proba-
bility and reorienting observed in R TPJ.

The interaction of reorienting and expectation was significant
in both of the medial parietal regions showing transient spatially
nonselective shift signals, i.e., R precuneus (6, �56, 54, F(18,360) �
2.17, p �0.01) and L precuneus/SPL (�12, �58, 55, F(18,360) �

2.29, p �0.006), and was marginally significant in R FEF (25, �9,
54, F(18,360) � 1.81, p �0.039). These regional analyses were cor-
roborated by voxelwise results shown in supplemental Figure 2
(available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and
Table 2. Finally, the same two medial parietal ROIs that showed a
significantly greater effect of shifting attention when cues were

Figure 4. A, Dorsal and medial views of voxels that showed significantly different activations following shift and stay cues (cue type by time ANOVA map, corrected for multiple comparisons). The
graphsshowthetimecourseoftheBOLDsignalasafunctionofcuetypeandcuelocation.Thecolorbarindicatestheequivalentz-scoreforthepvaluefromtheANOVA.B,Dorsalandlateralviewsofvoxels inwhich
the difference between shift and stay cues significantly depended on the location of the cue (cue location by cue type by time, corrected for multiple comparisons).
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unexpected, nevertheless showed highly significant shift versus
stay differences in regional analyses when only expected (high
probability) cues were analyzed (L precuneus/SPL: �12, �58, 55:
F(9,180) � 4.99, p � 0.0001; R precuneus: 06, �56, 54: F(9,180) �
4.15, p � 0.0001) (see supplemental Figs. 2, 3, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material, for corresponding effects
in the voxelwise maps).

Interaction of expectation and reorienting: regions showing
sustained, spatially selective signals
Figure 5B shows the effect of expectation on the time course of acti-
vation following a shift cue in the four dorsal frontoparietal regions
from Figure 4B that showed sustained, spatially selective differences
between stay and shift cues. Low probability shift cues increased the
activation from both ipsilateral and contralateral cues, resulting in
an effect of cue probability that was largely independent of spatial
location and therefore did not enhance the spatial selectivity of the
activation. While breaches of expectation produced overall increases
in the BOLD signal, the interaction of expectation and reorienting
was less robust. Regional ANOVAs on the four ROIs yielded a mar-
ginally significant cue type by cue probability by time interaction in
one parietal region, L IPS (�27, �58, 50, F(18,360) � 1.83, p � 0.036)
and in R FEF (31, �12, 51, F(18,360) � 1.74, p � 0.049), indicating
that in some ROIs the probability effect modestly differed for stay

and shift cues. The weaker nature of the effects of expectation on
reorienting was also evident in the corresponding voxelwise statisti-
cal map (supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material), which was not significant in IPS.

To summarize, in dorsal frontoparietal regions, breaches of
expectations enhanced signals due to reorienting. This effect was
more pronounced in medial parietal (precuneus) regions show-
ing transient signals to the cue than in more lateral parietal re-
gions (IPS) showing sustained spatially selective signals, possibly
reflecting different functional roles of these regions in shifting
and maintaining attention, respectively. As with the basal gan-
glia/frontal/insula regions discussed above, interacting effects of
expectation and reorienting cannot be ascribed to a general in-
crease in arousal when an expectation is breached, but indicate a
specific effect of expectation on shifts of attention. However, un-
like basal ganglia/frontal/insula regions, dorsal frontoparietal re-
gions showed highly significant differences between stay and shift
cues even when those cues were expected, consistent with the
primary role of the dorsal network in shifting attention.

Interaction of expectation and reorienting across networks
The preceding analyses have indicated that R TPJ, basal ganglia/
frontal/insula regions and dorsal frontoparietal shift regions fall

Table 2. Dorsal frontoparietal regions that showed significant differences between stay and shift cues in voxelwise statistical maps, corrected for multiple comparisons

Region x y z z-score

Cue type (shift, stay) � time
L precuneus/SPL �12 �58 55 7.19
L SPL �15 �69 46 5.25
R precuneus 6 �56 54 7.44
R SPL/Precuneus 6 �71 56 4.11
L ant IPS �33 �46 57 4.50
L IPS �28 �54 44 4.60
R IPS 27 �48 61 4.84

33 �56 52 3.94
21 �62 39 3.59

L postcentral �35 �41 43 6.03
R dorsal SMG 37 �41 49 4.59
R dorsal SMG 42 �57 43 3.64
L FEF �25 �7 52 7.30
R FEF 25 �9 54 6.96
L precentral �48 �4 39 5.02

�36 2 32 3.23
R precentral 43 2 40 4.91
SMA �1 0 56 4.76

Cue type (shift, stay) � cue location (left, right) � time
L SPL �7 �71 52 3.82
L SPL/IPS �16 �80 42 5.59
L IPS �27 �58 50 7.59
L ventral IPS �25 �75 30 8.75
R SPL/IPS 15 �85 39 5.08
R IPS 24 �51 48 8.78
R ventral IPS 26 �82 32 7.38
L ventral precentral �41 2 33 4.12
L Precentral �49 �4 52 4.66
L FEF �36 �9 44 4.13
R FEF 31 �12 51 4.78

Cue type (shift, stay) � cue probability (0.14, 0.50, 0.86) � time
L SPL �7 �69 53 5.31
R SPL 11 �67 57 5.22
L ant IPS �30 �49 40 4.74
L precuneus �4 �57 49 4.15
R FEF 22 �9 61 4.49
R FEF 39 �14 48 4.38

ant, Anterior.
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along different points on a continuum that reflects the effect of
expectation on reorienting. TPJ falls on one end of the contin-
uum with equivalent shift versus stay activations under high and
low probability conditions, the most robust dorsal frontoparietal

shift regions fall in the middle, with shift versus stay activations
that are present under high probability conditions but are in-
creased under low probability conditions, and basal-ganglia/
frontal/insula regions and R IFG fall on the other end, with shift
versus stay activations only under low probability conditions.

We illustrate this point using a metric that allows the different
regions to be more readily compared. The graph in Figure 6 dis-
plays a shift minus stay magnitude for each probability level,
normalized by the magnitude at the 0.14 probability level, where
a single line in the graph displays the magnitudes from a single
region. Magnitudes were computed from the observed time
courses using a standard hemodynamic response function (Boy-
nton et al., 1996). Figure 6 shows the normalized magnitudes for
TPJ and SMG (from the cue type by time map; Table 1, Fig. 2), the
four dorsal frontoparietal regions that showed the largest z-scores
for the difference between shift and stay cues (from the cue type
by time map; Table 2, Fig. 4A), and the eight IFG, frontal/insula,
and basal ganglia regions from the voxelwise map for the inter-
action of cue type by cue probability by time (Table 1, Fig. 3). The
distribution of the three region sets corresponded to the descrip-
tion above, with TPJ/SMG and basal ganglia/frontal/insula re-
gions on the extremes and dorsal frontoparietal shift regions in
the middle.

At the level of individual subjects, the normalized magnitude
measure was very unstable and sensitive to noise since some sub-
jects had small magnitudes in the denominator. Therefore, we
used the nonparametric Mann–Whitney U test to compare the
group-averaged distributions between region sets at the 0.86
probability level normalized values, which by hypothesis should
most strongly differentiate the three region sets. Significant dif-
ferences were found between dorsal frontoparietal cortex and
basal ganglia/frontal/insula cortex (U � 0, U� � 32; p �0.007)

Figure 5. A, The graphs show the time course of the BOLD signal as a function of cue type and cue probability in ROIs defined from the cue type by time map, corrected for multiple comparisons.
B, The graphs show the time course of the BOLD signal for shift cues only as a function of cue probability and cue location in ROIs defined by the cue type by cue location by time map, corrected for
multiple comparisons. PCun, Precuneus.

Figure 6. The graphs display the shift cue minus stay cue magnitude at three probability
levels, normalized by the magnitude at the 0.14 probability level. Each line in the graph corre-
sponds to a different ROI. The R TPJ and R SMG ROIs are taken from the multiple-comparison
corrected cue type by time ANOVA map. The frontoparietal shift ROIs are the four foci that
showed the largest z-scores in the multiple-comparison corrected cue type by time map (Table
2), and the eight basal ganglia/frontal/insula ROIs are from the multiple-comparison corrected
cue type by cue probability by time map (Table 1).
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and basal ganglia/frontal/insula versus TPJ/
SMG (U � 0, U� � 16, p � 0.037). The dif-
ference between dorsal frontoparietal cortex
versus TPJ/SMG was marginal (U � 0, U� �
8; p � 0.064), entirely because of the small
number of regions involved (n � 6). How-
ever, each of the 24 dorsal frontoparietal
ROIs listed in Table 2 from the cue type by
time and cue type by cue probability by time
voxelwise maps had a value for the normal-
ized 0.86 shift versus stay magnitude that was
less than that for either R SMG or R TPJ.

Resting-state functional connectivity
The task activation analyses indicated that
three sets of brain regions were differen-
tially modulated by reorienting and expec-
tation. To determine if these regions
formed coherent networks, we measured
resting-state functional connectivity (rs-
fcMRI), using the task-evoked foci as
seeds, in an independent set of subjects
(n � 11).

Basal ganglia/frontal/insula
Figure 7A shows the rs-fcMRI maps that
used as seeds the dorsal basal ganglia ROIs
from the cue type by cue probability by
time interaction. A striking pattern of se-
lective rs-fcMRI was observed with the
task-evoked frontal/insula ROIs in ante-
rior cingulate, L anterior insula, and L
DLPFC that also showed the cue type by
cue probability by time interaction (indi-
cated in Fig. 7A by the white circles). Sup-
plemental Figure 4 (available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material)
shows that strong inter-regional rs-fcMRI
was obtained between the cortical regions
of this network, namely L DLPFC (the
more inferior focus), anterior cingulate,
and L anterior insula. These observations
from the voxelwise maps were confirmed
with pairwise regional statistical analyses
(see supplemental text, available at www.jneurosci.org as supple-
mental material, for detailed statistics). As summarized in Table 3,
rs-fcMRI for all of the ROI-ROI pairs within the basal ganglia/fron-
tal/insula network exceeded the p � 0.01 significance threshold, ex-
cept for a single pair with p � 0.05.

In summary, a robust basal-ganglia/frontal/insula resting-state
network was observed in regions that were only activated by unex-
pected cues to shift attention. Interactions between human basal
ganglia and frontal and insula cortex (Postuma and Dagher, 2006; Di
Martino et al., 2008) are thought to be consistent with the principle
of parallel corticostriatal loops (Alexander et al., 1986; Alexander
and Crutcher, 1990), although the disparate frontal/insula regions of
the current network may not be subsumed within a single loop.

R TPJ/IFG
Previous reports have indicated that R IFG and R TPJ show
strong functional connectivity (Fox et al., 2006; He et al., 2007),
supporting the hypothesis of a ventral attention network. While
in the present study R IFG and R TPJ showed different activation
patterns, they nonetheless showed strong and selective rs-fcMRI

in voxelwise maps that used each focus as a seed (Fig. 7B). A
regional analysis confirmed highly significant rs-fcMRI between
the two regions (t(10) � 6.44, p � 0.0001).

Basal-ganglia/frontal/insula versus R TPJ/IFG
When all possible ROI pairings between the basal-ganglia/fron-
tal/insula and R TPJ/IFG networks were averaged, the overall
rs-fcMRI between networks was not significant (t(10) � 1.67, p �
0.1) (Fig. 8) (see Table 3 and supplemental Text, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material, for regional statis-
tics on pairwise comparisons). Therefore, although both net-
works were recruited when subjects shifted attention to an unex-
pected stimulus, they showed at best modest interactions in the
resting state.

Dorsal frontoparietal regions versus basal ganglia/frontal/insula
and R TPJ/IFG networks
Because of the primary role of the dorsal network in controlling
attention and because dorsal activations for shifts of attention
were enhanced when those shifts were unexpected, we measured
the resting correlation of the dorsal network with the basal gan-

Figure 7. A, Flat-maps of voxelwise rs-fcMRI statistical maps in a separate group of subjects (n � 11) using as seeds the left
and right dorsal basal ganglia ROIs that showed a significant interaction of cue type by cue probability by time, corrected for
multiple comparisons. The group voxelwise z-map is shown for a 1-sample, random effects t test, corrected for multiple compar-
isons, of whether the Fisher z-transformed correlation values were different from zero. The white circles indicate the location of
the frontal and anterior insula foci that showed a significant cue type by cue probability by time interaction, corrected for multiple
comparisons, during the scans involving the RSVP task. B, Flat-maps of voxelwise rs-fcMRI between R TPJ and R IFG. The group
voxelwise z-map is shown for a one-sample, random effects t test, corrected for multiple comparisons, of whether the Fisher
z-transformed correlation values were different from zero. In the top map, the seed was centered at the significant R TPJ focus that
showed different time courses for stay and shift cues during the RSVP task (i.e., Fig. 2 A, cue type by time ANOVA map, corrected
for multiple comparisons), while in the bottom map, the seed was centered at the significant R IFG focus from the interaction map
(i.e., cue type by cue probability by time, corrected for multiple comparisons) for the RSVP task.
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glia/frontal/insula and TPJ/IFG networks recruited by unex-
pected shifts of attention. Average connectivity scores were com-
puted within and between networks (Fig. 8). Modest but
significant overall positive rs-fcMRI was observed between the
basal ganglia/frontal/insula network and dorsal frontoparietal re-
gions (t(10) � 3.39, p �0.007). Pairwise regional analyses indi-
cated that dorsal frontoparietal rs-fcMRI with the basal ganglia/
frontal/insula network was strong through L DLPFC (t(10) �
6.86, p � 0.0001; see supplemental Fig. 4, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material) and to a lesser extent L
anterior insula (t(10) � 4.06, p � 0.0023). Significant connectivity
of DLPFC with posterior parietal cortex is consistent with previ-
ous anatomical studies in monkeys (Goldman-Rakic, 1988) and
functional connectivity studies in humans (Seeley et al., 2007).

In contrast, no significant overall rs-fcMRI was observed be-
tween R TPJ-IFG and dorsal frontal-parietal regions
(t(10)��1.65, p � 0.1). While this null result could indicate that
these regions did not interact during task states, it could also
indicate the highly contingent nature of those interactions. We
have previously argued that the resting-state independence of R
TPJ from both dorsal frontoparietal and default networks allows
TPJ to flexibly switch between those networks during task states
(Corbetta et al., 2008).

Eye movement recording
Two summary measures were applied to the eye movement data
for each subject. First, the mean eye position during periods in
which the left RSVP stream was attended was compared with the
mean eye position during periods in which the right RSVP stream
was attended, indicating whether there was any overall bias to
fixate nearer the attended stream. Second, the mean changes in
eye position evoked by stay and shift cues were measured, indi-
cating whether eye movements affected event-related BOLD re-
sponses to the cues. To compute the second measure, the mean
eye position during the 0 to 100 ms period following cue onset
was used as a baseline while the mean eye position in the 1750 to
2000 ms period following cue onset was used to assess move-
ments. Measures in other time periods (e.g., from 550 to 775 ms
or from 775 to 1000 ms) yielded similar results. Both measures
identified two subjects who made excessive movements. For one
subject, the mean difference in eye position when the left and
right streams were attended was �6.2 deg (where negative num-
bers refer to a leftward shift), while the mean change in eye posi-
tion following left and right shift cues was, respectively, �5.3 and
6.5 deg (where negative numbers refer to leftward shifts). For the
other subject, the analogous measures were �2.0, �2.4, and 2.0
deg. The data from these two subjects were not included in the
results reported above.

For the remaining subjects, the mean difference in eye posi-
tion when attending to the left and right streams was �0.11 deg.
The mean change in eye position following left and right field
shift cues was �0.17 deg. and 0.10 deg. respectively. These small
deviations in eye position from fixation indicate that subjects
largely followed instructions. In addition to the quantitative data
given above, each subjects’ eyes were carefully monitored via a
camera on all scans regardless of whether eye movement records
were also collected.

Finally, our results cannot be explained by eye movements.
The regions in TPJ, frontal cortex, insula, and the associative
division of the basal ganglia, which provided many of the primary
results of the present study, are not classically involved in the
control of eye movements. Dorsal frontoparietal regions do show
eye movement responses, but the effects of expectation on reori-
enting in these regions were actually intermediate between those
for TPJ on the one hand and basal ganglia/frontal/insula cortex
on the other. Moreover, dorsal parietal regions, as well as occip-
ital regions, showed strong spatially selective attentional activa-
tions, which would not have occurred if subjects moved their eyes
and fixated the attended stream, and the spatial selectivity of the
activations was independent of expectation. Finally, it is unlikely
that eye movements occurred during the resting-state scans, in
which no peripheral stimuli were presented and the subject’s only
task was to remain fixated. Yet there was a striking correspon-
dence between the TPJ-IFG and basal ganglia/frontal/insula net-

Figure 8. The graph shows the group-averaged Fisher z-transformed value for all ROI pairs
within a network for three different networks, or for all ROI pairs between networks. Error bars
are computed over the 11 subjects. dAtt, The dorsal attention network, comprising 35 regions
(see Table 2 for all foci): 18 foci that showed a shift versus stay difference (from the cue type by
time map, corrected for multiple comparisons), 11 foci that showed a shift versus stay difference
that depended on cue location (from the cue type by cue location by time map, corrected for
multiple comparisons), and six foci that showed a shift versus stay difference that depended on
cue probability (from the cue type by cue probability by time map, corrected for multiple com-
parisons). BG, The basal ganglia/frontal/insula network, comprising five regions: L and R dorsal
basal ganglia, anterior cingulate, L DLPFC, and L anterior insula. vAtt, The ventral attention
network, comprising R TPJ and R IFG.

Table 3. p values of resting-state fcMRI between indicated regions

L dBG R dBG ant cing L ant ins L DLPFC R IFG R TPJ

L dBG ��� ��� � �� �� ��
R dBG ��� �� ��� � ��
ant cing ��� ��� � ��
L ant ins ��� � ��
L DLPFC �� ��
R IFG ���
R TPJ
�p � 0.05; ��p � 0.01; ���p � 0.005; �p � 0.1; ��p � 0.1. dBG, Dorsal basal ganglia; ant, anterior; cing, cingulate; ins, insula.
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works identified from the resting-state scans and the regions
identified from the scans involving the RSVP task.

Discussion
Previous work showed that right TPJ and VFC were activated by
stimulus-driven reorienting to unexpected stimuli, forming a pu-
tative ventral attention network, but did not separately measure
effects of reorienting and expectation or identify different func-
tions for these regions (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). The cur-
rent results addressed both issues.

Ventral attention network: reorienting and expectation
R TPJ showed a significant difference between stay and shift cues
even when they were expected, and this difference was not in-
creased when cues were unexpected and did not depend on visual
field. These results suggest that TPJ functioned during stimulus-
driven reorienting as a switch or resetting mechanism that was
activated in a similar manner regardless of the characteristics of
the attentional shift. TPJ activity may facilitate transitions of net-
works between states associated with different environmental
stimuli (Corbetta et al., 2008), extending an earlier proposal that
TPJ activity (Friedrich et al., 1998) during reorienting “disen-
gaged” attention (Posner et al., 1984) from the current focus.
Additionally, a breach of expectation separately activated TPJ,
indicating the critical importance of controlling expectancy ef-
fects when studying TPJ. This independent breach of expectation
signal may not occur in the same TPJ neurons and/or with the
same latency as the reorienting signal.

Both reorienting and expectation signals were consistent with
the recent hypothesis that BOLD TPJ activity relates to single-
unit activity in the locus ceruleus/norepinephrine (LC/NE) sys-
tem (Corbetta et al., 2008). The LC/NE system has long been
related to changes in arousal (Aston-Jones and Bloom, 1981a,b),
a likely consequence of an unexpected event, and the putative role
of TPJ in reorienting is similar to recent proposals that LC/NE
activity promotes the reorganization of neural networks when a
behaviorally important stimulus is detected (Aston-Jones and
Cohen, 2005; Bouret and Sara, 2005).

The independence of reorienting and expectation signals
strongly dissociated TPJ from the second main component of the
ventral attention network, R IFG, which was activated by
stimulus-driven reorienting only when reorienting was unex-
pected. One clue to R IFG function was the relatively weak acti-
vation in the present study, in which no motor response was
made to the cue, compared with previous studies that imaged
activations to invalid and oddball targets, which involved motor
responses. In these latter studies, R IFG activity may have inhib-
ited a prepared response when an unexpected target appeared
that potentially required a different course of action (Nobre et al.,
1999; Arrington et al., 2000), consistent with the well docu-
mented role of R IFG in response inhibition (Aron et al., 2004a)
(but see Hampshire et al., 2007).

If R IFG activity inhibits prepared motor responses, why was
activity, although weak, observed for an unexpected shift cue not
associated with a response? We suggest response-related inhibi-
tion may be proactive as well as reactive, i.e., when responses are
held in readiness for a target, some inhibition may be generated
whenever attention is shifted to an unexpected object. Second, R
IFG inhibitory functions may not be purely response-related
(Aron et al., 2004a). R TPJ-R IFG coactivation may facilitate
termination of ongoing activity and disengagement of attention
when shift cues are unexpected.

Both putative inhibitory functions of R IFG activity would

lead to strong TPJ-IFG resting-state functional connectivity,
since TPJ-IFG coactivation would occur under the ecological
conditions in which stimulus-driven reorienting is typically
evoked.

A distinct basal ganglia/frontal/insula network
The ventral attention network was distinguished under resting
conditions from a second network, comprising bilateral dorsal
basal ganglia, anterior cingulate, L DLPFC, and L anterior insula,
which was recruited by stimulus-driven shifts of attention only
when unexpected. Ventral attention and basal-ganglia/frontal/
insula networks may principally involve different neuromodula-
tors, norepinephrine and dopamine, respectively.

Surprisingly, neuroimaging studies of the Posner task, in
which a cue indicates the likely location of a subsequent target,
have not reported greater basal ganglia activations to targets that
occurred in spatially uncued (invalid) than cued (valid) locations
(Arrington et al., 2000; Corbetta et al., 2002; Macaluso et al.,
2002; Thiel et al., 2004; Kincade et al., 2005; Giessing et al., 2006),
although invalid targets are unexpected, behaviorally relevant,
and evoke shifts of attention, while valid targets are expected and
do not evoke attentional shifts. Invalid targets in Posner para-
digms involving temporal cueing also are not reported to activate
basal ganglia (Coull et al., 2000). These null neuroimaging results
should be treated very cautiously and may reflect methodological
factors, but raise the possibility that the strength of the relation-
ship between breaches of expectation (prediction errors), shifts of
attention, and basal ganglia activity depends on the context in
which prediction errors/shifts occur, as discussed below.

Animal studies have divided basal ganglia into motor, associa-
tive, and limbic divisions (Alexander et al., 1986; Parent and Haz-
rati, 1995; Middleton and Strick, 2002). The motor division in-
cludes a separate oculomotor circuit (Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983;
Hikosaka et al., 1989) that might plausibly be involved in
stimulus-driven reorienting (Boussaoud and Kermadi, 1997),
particularly given the overlapping brain regions involved in overt
and covert orienting (Corbetta et al., 1998). However, the ana-
tomical locations of the most activated basal ganglia region (dor-
somedial pallidus) and functionally connected DLPFC/cingu-
late/insula regions were more consistent with associative than
oculomotor pathways. The absence of activity during shifts of
attention to middle- or high-probability cues, indicating a pre-
dominant influence of cognitive variables, also suggests that basal
ganglia activations reflected functions of the associative rather
than oculomotor divisions.

The associative division includes lateral prefrontal/basal gan-
glia circuits (Alexander et al., 1986) that have been implicated in
switching between attentional sets (Downes et al., 1993; Owen et
al., 1993; Hayes et al., 1998; Monchi et al., 2001; Cools et al., 2004,
2006). In switching paradigms, a previously irrelevant stimulus/
feature is selected to control a behavioral response, updating
task-related information in working memory. We suggest that an
unexpected stimulus to shift attention evoked a similar updating
process. Retrieval/activation in working memory of commands
to shift attention (Goldman-Rakic, 1995; Frank et al., 2001; Lewis
et al., 2004; Cools et al., 2008; McNab and Klingberg, 2008) may
enable unexpected attentional shifts to be implemented by dorsal
frontoparietal regions, perhaps through interactions with L
DLPFC (Aron et al., 2004b; Mayr et al., 2006), which showed
robust rs-fcMRI with the dorsal network.

The above account leaves open the possibility that basal gan-
glia/frontal/insula activations during unexpected shifts of atten-
tion are more robust in the present than Posner tasks. Before an
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unexpected shift of attention, subjects had not recently shifted
attention (present task), rather than just previously on the same
trial (Posner), and had been continuously engaged in a demand-
ing monitoring task at the attended location (present task), rather
than simply waiting for target onset (Posner). Both features of the
present paradigm may have increased the extent to which com-
mands for shifting attention were inactive before an unexpected
shift stimulus and had to be retrieved/activated.

Switching and spatial attention paradigms have important
differences. In task switching paradigms, for example, one of sev-
eral stimulus–response mappings is executed based on the con-
text provided by other stimuli or instructions, while in spatial
attention paradigms shifts of attention are executed that are
largely context independent (Hayes et al., 1998). Here, the cue
was always a distinctive red square and was always attended.
However, frontostriatal circuits may underlie both context-
dependent selection of stimulus–action pairings and selection of
less context-dependent but unexpected stimulus–action pairings
(peripheral red square-�shift attention). Importantly, this puta-
tive function of basal ganglia-frontal activity during stimulus-
driven reorienting was not exercised routinely, unlike R TPJ,
whose activity was closely coupled to reorienting.

The primary role of dorsal frontoparietal cortex in orienting
During stimulus-driven reorienting to task-relevant objects, TPJ
is coactivated with dorsal frontoparietal regions [see present
study and the studies of Corbetta et al. (2002) and Giessing et al.
(2006)]. However, when attention is shifted endogenously, only
dorsal frontoparietal regions are activated (Corbetta and Shul-
man, 2002), indicating their primary role in controlling spatial
attention. The precuneus, activated here by stimulus-driven re-
orienting, is also activated by shifts of attention instructed by
symbolic cues at the currently attended location (Yantis et al.,
2002).

A clear functional-anatomical segregation was observed be-
tween these precuneus shift regions (Serences and Yantis, 2006a)
and IPS regions that showed sustained spatially selective signals
(Serences and Yantis, 2006b), suggesting complementary roles in
shifting and maintaining attention [see Kelley et al. (2008) and
Molenberghs et al. (2007) for other dissociations]. Shift regions
may enable spatially selective sustained regions, which maintain
biasing signals in occipital cortex.

Activity in dorsal frontoparietal shift regions was selectively
increased by unexpected shifts of attention, likely reflecting not
only increased local activity that specified the parameters of the
attentional shift, but also increased interactions with prefrontal
regions such as L DLPFC (Goldman-Rakic, 1988; Seeley et al.,
2007), which showed significant rs-fcMRI with the dorsal net-
work. Overall, the results in dorsal frontoparietal regions, i.e., the
significant activity observed for expected shifts of attention, the
increase in that activity for unexpected shifts, and the presence of
spatially selective modulations, indicated a primary role in shift-
ing spatial attention. The dorsal network, however, was aug-
mented by the ventral network when shifts of attention were
stimulus-driven and by the basal-ganglia/frontal/insula network
when infrequent stimulus-driven shifts of attention occurred
within a demanding ongoing task.
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